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1

1 Recommended bumper height = 50"

2 Recommended dock height = 50"

3 Recommended door opening height = 10'0" minimum

2

3

DIM. "C" DIM. "B"

Pit length DIM. "A"

1/4"

1/4" x 4 x 4 front curb 

angles to have min. 
1/2" dia. x 6" concrete 

anchors located at  

45° to angle surfaces & 

welded on 12" centers 

(by others)

1) Back channel assy. to be plumb within 1/16" & parallel to front curb angle within 1/8".

2)    of back channel assy. &    of door jamb within 1/8".

3" x 3" x 1/4" side curb angles to have min. 1/2" dia. x 6" concrete anchors located 45° 

to angle surfaces & welded on 12" centers (by others).

3/4" ID conduit for maintain float switch & leveler stored switch (supplied & 

installed by others).

3/4" dia. x 6" wedge anchor

21/2" ID conduit for hydraulic hoses (supplied & installed by others).

Panel & remote hydraulic power unit mounting location.

Pit construction around door jams need to be surveyed and properly 

constructed as per the application of the door to be installed.

Distance from the bumper mounting 

surface to dock door face  

min. 8" required

O.H. clearance 

for door track 

(verify dimensions 

with supplier)

Face of door

Typ

Back channel assy: DIM:"D" 

(supplied by manufacturer, installed by others)

Pit width: DIM:"G"

Door jamb width

Standard 

bottom  

pad

Bumper

Height
Dock

Height

Door

Opening

Height

Leveler width: DIM."E"

Dock bumper 

VB420–11ff 

c/w risers

Bumper mounting 
area to be flat 

uniform & smooth

Slab length min: 

6' leveler = 71"

8' leveler = 88"Distance between bumpers DIM: "F"

(Optional taper)
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PIT DIMENSIONS

MODEL DIM "A" DIM "B" DIM "C" DIM "D" DIM "E" DIM "F" DIM "G"

76 64" 12" 12.5" 91" 83" 86" 85"

78 88" 12" 12.5" 91" 83" 86" 85"


